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Abstract
This document is made up of two different units. One of them is a regular terse
research article, whereas the other one is the detailed and independently written
explanations for the paper, so that readers of the short paper do not need to go
over all the cumbersome computations. The goal is to clarify the dependence with
respect to the time variable of some estimates about the convergence of the Trape-
zoidal Rule based Convolution Quadrature method applied to hyperbolic problems.
This requires a careful investigation of the article of Lehel Banjai where the first
convergence estimates were introduced, and of some technical results from a classi-
cal paper of Christian Lubich.
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The actual article
1 Introduction
Without much practical motivation, let us explain what the goals of this article are. We
first need to give a short introduction to the Convolution Quadrature (CQ) techniques
to approximate causal distributional convolutions by the systematic use of the symbol
(Laplace transform) of the operator. We will be interested in particular in the Trapezoidal
Rule (TR) based CQ method. The reason for this is multiple. The original work of Lubich
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[12] extends his results [11] on multistep CQ for parabolic problems (parabolic character
is reflected in having the Laplace transform of the operator extended to a sector around
the negative axis) to hyperbolic problems (where the Laplace transform is defined only on
a half plane). Because of Dahlquist barrier, only second order multistep CQ methods are
available for hyperbolic problems, and the analysis in [12] excludes the TRCQ method
for technical reasons. However, it is well known (and it has been tested repeatedly in
the world of Time Domain Boundary Integral Equations – TDBIE) that the TR based
method outperforms the first order backward Euler method and BDF2 which is much too
dispersive. Note that Runge-Kutta CQ schemes [13] with higher order and less dispersion
are also available, and that a detailed time domain analysis is also missing from [4] and
[5].
As a warning to the reader, let us say that this paper is quite technical, but it closes
an important question (left open in the monograph [14]) as how error estimates for TRCQ
behave polynomially in time and there is no hidden Gronwall Lemma argument that would
lead to exponential in time upper bounds. In the appendix of Banjai’s paper [3], which
we are polishing up, the estimates are written for finite time intervals and the behavior
with respect to the final time is not specified.
Let us now give a crash course on the mathematical aspects of TRCQ. For algorith-
mic and practical introductions to the CQ methods, we recommend [7] and [9]. For a
detailed introduction to the distributional language required for a deep understanding of
CQ applied to TDBIE, see [14]. Our starting point is a couple of Banach spaces X and Y
and the space BpX, Y q of bounded linear operators X Ñ Y , whose norm will be denoted
} ¨ }XÑY . The second ingredient is the symbol of a momentarily hidden convolutional
operator: we assume that we have an analytic function
F : C` Ñ BpX, Y q, C` :“ ts P C : Re s ą 0u (1.1)
satisfying
}Fpsq}XÑY ď CF pRe sq |s|µ @s P C` (1.2)
where CF : p0,8q Ñ p0,8q is non-increasing and CF pxq ď c0 x´m for some m ě 0 when
x is close to zero. We will be interested in symbols F where the parameter µ ě 0 in (1.2),
but we will show some results (based on [12]), where we will use negative values of µ as
well. The TRCQ approximation of this symbol consists of defining
Fκpsq :“ Fpsκq, sκ :“ δpe
´κsq
κ
“ 2
κ
tanh
´κs
2
¯
, δpζq :“ 2 1´ ζ
1` ζ . (1.3)
Here κ ą 0 is the constant time-step (see more explanations later) of the underlying TR
scheme (recall that δ in (1.3) is the characteristic function of the TR scheme). We will
show that sκ P C` for every s P C`, so that the definition of Fκ makes sense, and we
will also show that Fκ is a symbol with properties (1.1)-(1.2), although with different
parameters to those of F.
Properties (1.1)-(1.2) ensure that F is the Laplace transform of a causal tempered
BpX, Y q-valued distribution, which we will name f . Moreover, F is the Laplace trans-
form of the distributional time derivative of a certain order (depending on µ) applied to
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a function h : R Ñ BpX, Y q which is causal (h ” 0 in p´8, 0q), continuous, and polyno-
mialy bounded. See full details in [14, Chapters 2 & 3]. Under these conditions, we can
define a convolutional product f ˚ g of the operator valued f acting on a causal X-valued
distribution g, outputting a causal Y -valued distribution. Informally, we are dealing with
pf ˚ gqptq “
ż t
0
fpt´ τqgpτqdτ.
Similary, Fκ is the Laplace transform of a causal tempered BpX, Y q-valued distribution
fκ, and the TRCQ approximation consists of substituting f ˚g by fκ ˚g. In practice, what
is computed are the values
pfκ ˚ gqptnq tn :“ nκ, n P Z, n ě 0, (1.4)
although the theory is developed for the full real distribution fκ ˚ g. The time-step values
of fκ ˚ g are given by the discrete convolution
pfκ ˚ gqptnq :“
nÿ
m“0
ωFn´mpκqgptmq, Fpδpζq{κq “
8ÿ
m“0
ωFmpκqζm. (1.5)
In practice, the discrete convolutions (1.5) are computed using a parallel process, FFTs,
and some kind of contour integration [6, 7, 9]. If applied to a linear system of ODEs with
vanishing initial conditions, TRCQ is reduced to the TR scheme applied to the original
system. One of the main field of applications of CQ for hyperbolic problems is in the
area of TDBIE, using the language and ideas of the seminal papers of Bamberger and
Ha-Duong [1, 2]. More examples, including coupled systems of wave equations in bounded
domains with TDBIE in their exterior, can be found in [10]. More recently, a rich domain
of applications of CQ has been opened in the numerical approximation of propagation of
viscoelastic waves [8].
2 The main theorem
To state the main theorem, we will use the Sobolev-Bochner space
W n`pR;Xq :“ tg P Cn´1pR;Xq : g ” 0 in p´8, 0q, gpnq P L1pR;Xqu.
Note that if g P W n`pR;Xq, then gpmqp0q “ 0 for m ď n ´ 1. We will also need the m-th
order linear differential operator
pPmgqptq :“ e´tpe ¨ gqpmqptq “
mÿ
`“0
ˆ
m
`
˙
gp`qptq.
The remainder of this paper will consist of a proof of the next theorem. Some easy (but
somewhat cumbersome details) are avoided. The reader is welcome to look for the arXiv
version of this document to find a fastidiously detailed proof of each single step.
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Theorem 2.1. Let F satisfy (1.1)-(1.2) for µ ě 0 and with CF fulfilling the conditions
given after (1.2). Let f be the distributional inverse Laplace transform of F and fκ be its
TRCQ approximation, i.e., the inverse Laplace transform of Fκ given in (1.3), for any
given time-step κ P p0, 1s. Consider the parameters
m :“ rµs, α :“ tµ´mu` 5, β :“ maxt2m` 4,m` αu. (2.1)
For any g P W β`pR;Xq and t ě 0,we have
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď Cpt´1q
ˆż t
0
}gpm`αqpτq}Xdτ `
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ
˙
, (2.2)
where
Cpxq :“ CF pmintx, 1u{4q Cµ
mintxε, 1u , ε :“ maxt2m´ µ` 1, tµu´ µ` 3u.
Note that
α “
#
5, µ “ m,
4, µ ‰ m, β “
#
5, µ “ 0,
2m` 4, µ ą 0, 1`maxtm, 1u ď ε ď 2`maxtm, 1u.
3 The TRCQ discrete derivative
We now introduce some key functions for the estimates that follow. First of all, note that
the function
ω ÞÝÑ 2 tanhpω{2q ´ ω{2
ω3
“ δpe
´ωq ´ ω
ω3
“
8ÿ
`“0
b` ω
2`
is even and analytic in Bp0;piq. We then define
Dpωq :“
8ÿ
`“0
α` ω
2`, α` :“ |b`|,
and note thatD is also analytic in the same disk and that the function r0, piq Q x ÞÑ x2Dpxq
is strictly increasing, non-negative and diverges as xÑ pi. Therefore, there exists a unique
c0 P p0, piq, such that c20Dpc0q “ 1.
Next, we define
Empωq :“ maxtDjpωq : j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mup1` ω
2qm ´ 1
ω2
,
and notice that E1 ” D. Using these, we are going to present some properties of the
characteristic function of the TR rule. At the end of this section we will give a technical
result which will be a key tool in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.1. The following inequalities hold:
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(a) Re δpe´zq ě 1
2
mintRe z, 1u for all z P C`.
(b) |δpe´zq| ď 8
mintRe z, 1u for all z P C`.
(c) |δmpe´zq ´ zm| ď Emp|z|q|z|m`2 for all m ě 1 and all z P C` with |z| ă pi.
(d) Re
δpe´zq
z
ě 1´ |z|2Dp|z|q for all z P C` with 0 ă |z| ă c0 ă pi.
Proof. For |ζ| ă 1, it is easy to verify that Re 1´ζ
1`ζ ě 1´|ζ|1`|ζ| . Using this with ζ “ e´z for
Re z ą 0 and noting that |e´z| “ e´Re z, we write
1
2
Re δpe´zq ě 1´ e
´Re z
1` e´Re z “ tanh
ˆ
Re z
2
˙
.
The proof of (a) follows then from
tanh
x
2
ě 1
4
mintx, 1u. (3.1)
We prove (b) by using (3.1) together with the triangle and reverse triangle inequalities in
the following way
1
2
|δpe´zq| ď 1` e
´Re z
1´ e´Re z “ coth
ˆ
Re z
2
˙
ď 4
mintRe z, 1u .
To show (c) and (d), we define
C` XBp0;piq Q z ÞÝÑ qpzq :“ δpe
´zq ´ z
z3
,
and observe that |qpzq| ď Dp|z|q which holds because of the definition of D. Using this,
it is not hard to see thatˇˇ
δmpe´zq ´ zmˇˇ “ ˇˇpz ` z3qpzqqm ´ zm ˇˇ
ď
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
j
˙
|z|jDm´jp|z|q|z|3m´3j ď Emp|z|q|z|m`2,
which proves (c). For (d), we write
Re
δpe´zq
z
ě 1´ |z|2|qpzq| ě 1´ |z|2Dp|z|q @z P C` XBp0; piq.
Note that the result is stated (and later used) only for |z| ă c0 ă pi, which ensures that
the right-hand side of the above inequality is positive.
The discrete version of this lemma will be a building block for the rest of this paper.
Proposition 3.2. For κ P p0, 1s, the following inequalities hold:
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(a) Re sκ ě 1
2
mintRe s, 1u for all s P C`.
(b) |sκ| ď 8
κ2 mintRe s, 1u for all s P C`.
(c) |smκ ´ sm| ď Emp|κs|qκ2|s|m`2 for all m ě 1 and all s P C` with |κs| ă pi.
(d) Re
sκ
s
ě 1´ |κs|2Dp|κs|q for all s P C` with 0 ă |κs| ă c0 ă pi.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 by simply inserting z “ κs and noting that
κ P p0, 1s.
Lemma 3.3. For g P W 2`pR;Xq and σ ą 0 we haveż 8
´8
}Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď pi
σ
ż 8
0
}:gpτq}Xdτ.
Proof. We can easily estimateż 8
´8
}Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω “
ż 8
´8
1
σ2 ` ω2 }pσ ` iωq
2Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω
ď sup
Re s“σ
}s2Gpsq}X
ż 8
´8
dω
σ2 ` ω2 “ supRe s“σ }Lt:gupsq}X
pi
σ
.
This finishes the proof.
Proposition 3.4. If g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq with m ě 0, and
Gpsq :“ Ltgupsq, Hpsq :“ psmκ ´ smqGpsq,
then for all σ ą 0 we haveż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ2 C
1
m
σmintσm, 1u
ż 8
0
}pPmgpm`4qqpτq}Xdτ,
where C1m is a positive constant depending only on m.
Proof. For the sake of convenience, we will abuse notation by eliminating the explicit
dependence with respect to ω in
s “ spωq :“ σ ` iω, sκ “ sκpωq :“ 1
κ
δpe´pσ`iωqκq,
where σ ą 0 is fixed. We now take an arbitrary but fixed value of c P p0, piq, and define
the integration regions I1 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ď c{κu and I2 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c{κu,
covering the entire real line. We split our target integral into three pieces, and work on
them one by oneż 8
´8
}Hpsq}Xdω ď
ż
I1
|smκ ´ sm| }Gpsq}Xdω `
ż
I2
|sκ|m }Gpsq}Xdω `
ż
I2
|s|m }Gpsq}Xdω.
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Since |κs| ď c on I1 and Em is increasing, Proposition 3.2(c) yieldsż
I1
|smκ ´ sm| }Gpsq}Xdω ď κ2Empcq
ż 8
´8
|s|m`2 }Gpsq}Xdω.
For the second integral, using Proposition 3.2(b) and the fact that c ď |κs| on I2, we haveż
I2
|sκ|m }Gpsq}Xdω ď κ
2
c2m`2
8m
mintσm, 1u
ż 8
´8
}s2m`2Gpsq}Xdω.
Lastly, the definition of I2 implies thatż
I2
|s|m }Gpsq}Xdω ď κ
2
c2
ż 8
´8
}sm`2Gpsq}Xdω.
Combining these three estimates we can writeż 8
´8
}Hpsq}Xdω ď κ2 em,c
mintσm, 1u
ż 8
´8
p1` |s|mq}sm`2Gpsq}Xdω, (3.2)
where
em,c :“ max
"
Empcq ` 1
c2
,
8m
c2m`2
*
.
The definition of Pm implies that
p1` sqmsm`2Gpsq “ LtPmgm`2upsq.
Therefore, using that 1` |s|m ď 2m{2|1` s|m for s P C` and Lemma 3.3, we can writeż 8
´8
}p1` |s|qmsm`2Gpsq}Xdω ď 2m{2
ż 8
´8
}p1` sqmsm`2Gpsq}Xdω
ď 2m{2pi
σ
ż 8
0
}pPmgpm`4qqpτq}Xdτ.
This inequality and (3.2) prove the result with Cm “ 2m{2pi em,c. However, the dependence
on c P p0, piq is limited to em,c, so we can eliminate c by taking em :“ min
c Pp0,piq
em,c in the
bounds.
4 Revisiting a result of Christian Lubich
In this section, we work on some key results when F satisfies (1.1)-(1.2) with µ ď 0. We
start with showing that Fκ, like F, is the Laplace transform of a causal tempered BpX, Y q-
valued distribution. In Proposition 4.4 we revisit Lubich’s [12, Theorem 3.1], and prove
it for ´1 ă µ ď 0 by including the case µ “ 0 which was missing in that manuscript, and
add the explicit dependence with respect to the time variable in the bounds.
Proposition 4.1. If F satisfies (1.1)-(1.2) with µ ď 0, then
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(a) }Fκpsq}XÑY ď Θ1pRe sq for all s P C`.
(b) }F1psq}XÑY ď Θ2pRe sq|s|µ for all s P C`.
(c) }Fκpsq´Fpsq}XÑY ď κ2Θ2
`
1
2
mintRe s, 1u˘Θ3p|κs|q|s|µ`3 for all s P C`XBp0; c0{κq.
In the above bounds
Θ1pxq :“p12 mintx, 1uqµCF p12 mintx, 1uq,
Θ2pxq :“2
1´µ
x
CF p12xq,
Θ3pxq :“Dpxqp1´ x2Dpxqqµ.
The functions Θ1 and Θ2 are defined on p0,8q and they can be bounded by a negative
power of x as xÑ 0. The function Θ3 is defined on p0, c0q, is increasing, and when µ ‰ 0
it diverges as xÑ c0.
Proof. To prove (a), we first observe that Proposition 3.2(a) implies sκ P C`, therefore
(1.2) gives
}Fκpsq}XÑY ď CF pRe sκq|sκ|µ.
The rest of the proof follows from Proposition 3.2(a) and the fact that CF and p¨qµ are
non-decreasing functions on p0,8q.
For (b), we use same ideas given in the proof of [14, Proposition 4.5.3]. Defining the
curve Ξpsq :“ tz P C : |z ´ s| “ 1
2
Re su with positive orientation, we write
F1psq “ 1
2pii
ż
Ξpsq
Fpzq
pz ´ sq2 dz.
We finish the proof of (b) using the fact that 1
2
|s| ď |z| and 1
2
Re s ď Re z for z P Ξpsq.
To show (c), we write the following by using the Mean Value Theorem
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq}XÑY ď }F1pλsκ ` p1´ λqsq}XÑY |sκ ´ s|,
for some λ P p0, 1q. Now, we define zpsq :“ λsκ ` p1´ λqs, and use (a) to write
}F1pzq}XÑY ď Θ2pRe zq|z|µ.
This can be bounded by observing
Re z ě mintRe sκ,Re su, |z| ě |s|Re z
s
ě |s|min
!
Re
sκ
s
, 1
)
,
and then using Proposition 3.2(a) and (d). We finish the proof by using Proposition 3.2(c)
with m “ 1 and noting that E1 ” D.
Lemma 4.2. The following holds for all σ ą 0, α ą 1, κ P p0, 1s and c ą 0:
(a)
ż
|σ`iω|ěc{κ
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2α
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1
.
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(b)
ż 8
´8
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2
σα
` 2
α ´ 1 .
Proof. In order to prove (a), for fixed σ, c and κ, we define the domains of integration
I1 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c{κ, |ω| ď c{κu and I2 :“ tω P R : |ω| ě c{κu, which giveż
|σ`iω|ěc{κ
|σ ` iω|´α dω “
ż
I1
|σ ` iω|´α dω `
ż
I2
|σ ` iω|´α dω.
We bound the first integral using the fact that |σ ` iω|´α ď pc{κq´α on I1. We rewrite
the second integral using a change of variables and bound it in the following way
κα´1
ż
|ω|ěc
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď κα´1
ż
|ω|ěc
|ω|´α dω “ 2
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1
,
which finishes the proof of (a). We prove (b) by simply writingż 8
´8
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2
ż 1
0
σ´α dω ` 2
ż 8
1
ω´α dω “ 2
σα
` 2
α ´ 1 .
Proposition 4.3. If F satisfies (1.1)-(1.2) with ´1 ă µ ď 0 and α “ tµ ` 5u, then for
all σ ą 0 we haveż 8
´8
}Fκpσ ` iωq ´ Fpσ ` iωq}XÑY |σ ` iω|´α dω ď κ2C1µC2pσq,
where
C2pxq :“ CF p
1
4
mintx, 1uq
mintx2`δ, 1u , δ :“ tµu´ µ` 1 P p0, 1s,
and C1µ is a positive constant depending only on µ.
Proof. For fixed σ, κ and c P p0, c0q we will make use of the following domains of integration
I1 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ď c{κu , I2 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c{κu ,
and the notation s “ spωq :“ σ ` iω. Using these we can writeż 8
´8
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq}XÑY |s|´α dω ď
ż
I1
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq}XÑY |s|´α dω
`
ż
I2
p}Fκpsq}XÑY ` }Fpsq}XÑY q |s|´α dω.
We bound the first integral on the right-hand side using Proposition 4.1(c) and Lemma
4.2(b)ż
I1
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq}XÑY |s|´α dω ď κ2Θ2pmintσ, 1u{2qΘ3pcq
ˆ
2
σα´µ´3
` 2
α ´ µ´ 4
˙
ď κ2CF pmintσ, 1u{4q e
1
µ Θ3pcq
mintσ2`δ, 1u ,
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where e1µ is a positive constant depending only on µ. Next, with the help of Proposition
4.1(a) and Lemma 4.2(a), the second integral is bounded in the following wayż
I2
p}Fκpsq}XÑY ` }Fpsq}XÑY q |s|´α dω ď pΘ1pσq ` CF pσqσµq 2α
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1
ď κ2CF pmintσ, 1u{2q e
2
µ c
1´α
mintσ, 1u .
Here e2µ is a positive constant depending only on µ. Combining these estimates we writeż 8
´8
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq}XÑY |s|´α dω ď κ2CF pmintσ, 1u{4q Cµ,c
mintσ2`δ, 1u ,
with Cµ,c :“ e1µ Θ3pcq ` e2µ c1´α. Note that this estimate holds for all c P p0, c0q, therefore
we finish the proof by replacing the constant Cµ,c with C
1
µ :“ min
c Pp0,c0q
Cµ,c.
Proposition 4.4. If F satisfies (1.1)-(1.2) with ´1 ă µ ď 0, and g P Wα`pR;Xq with
α :“ tµ` 5u, then
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpαqpτq}Xdτ
holds for all t ě 0, where C2µ is a positive constant depending only on µ.
Proof. For any σ ą 0 and t ą 0, using the inverse Laplace transformation, we write
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď e
σt
2pi
sup
Re s“σ
}sαLtgupsq}X
ż 8
´8
}pFκ ´ Fqpσ ` iωq}XÑY |σ ` iω|´α dω.
Next, the definition of Laplace transformation together with Proposition 4.3 and setting
σ “ t´1 give
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż 8
0
}gpαqpτq}Xdτ,
Now, we are going to obtain an integral bound over the interval p0, tq. For a fixed t ą 0,
we define the following function
ppτq :“
$’’&’’%
gpτq, τ ď t,
α´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
gp`qptq, τ ě t.
It is not hard to see that p P Wα`pR;Xq, in other words, p satisfies the conditions of the
proposition. Using the fact that p ” g on p´8, tq and ppαq ” 0 on pt,8q, we write
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y “ }pfκ ´ fq ˚ pptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż 8
0
}ppαqpτq}X dτ
“ κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ,
which finishes the proof.
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5 Proof of Theorem 2.1
In this section we prove the main theorem. We start with presenting a lemma to obtain
upper-bounds integrated over the interval p0, tq rather than p0,8q in the proof of the main
theorem.
Lemma 5.1. Let m ě 0, g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq, h :“ e ¨ gpm`4q, and t ą 0 be a fixed real
number. We define the function
R Q ω ÞÝÑ jpωq :“ e´ω
m´1ÿ
`“0
pω ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq,
and, for n ě 1, the integration operator
pB´nfqpτq :“
ż τ
t
ż ω1
t
¨ ¨ ¨
ż ωn´1
t
fpωnq dωn ¨ ¨ ¨ dω2 dω1.
The function
ppτq :“
$’’&’’%
gpτq, τ ď t,
m`3ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
gp`qptq ` pB´m´4jqpτq, τ ě t,
satisfies that p P W 2m`4` pR;Xq and Pmppm`4q ” 0 on pt,8q.
Proof. We observe that, for 0 ď k ď m` 3, the functions
R Q τ ÞÝÑ pBk B´m´4 jqpτq “ pB´m´4`k jqpτq
vanish when τ “ t. From there, it is not hard to see that p P Cm`3pR;Xq. Next, since
h P Cm´1pR;Xq, we know that
qpτq :“
$’’&’’%
hpτq, τ ď t,
m´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq, τ ě t,
is also in Cm´1pR;Xq, and so is e´ ¨ q “ ppm`4q. This shows that p P C2m`3pR;Xq. The
function jpmq P L1pt,8;Xq and therefore pp2m`4q P L1pR;Xq. The rest of the proof follows
from the fact that
pPmppm`4qqpτq “ e´τ d
m
dτm
˜
m´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq
¸
pτq “ 0 @τ P pt,8q.
Proposition 5.2. Let g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq with m ě 0, and F satisfy (1.1)-(1.2). We define
pBκt qmg such that
LtpBκt qmgupsq :“ smκ Gpsq, Gpsq :“ Ltgupsq.
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The following estimate holds for all t ą 0
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}XÑY
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ,
where
C1pxq :“ Cm
xmintxm, 1u ,
and Cm is a positive constant depending only on m.
Proof. For any σ ą 0, using the inverse Laplace transformation, we write
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď e
σt
2pi
sup
Re s“σ
}Fpsq}XÑY
ż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω,
where Hpsq :“ smκ Gpsq ´ smGpsq. Here, with the help of Proposition 3.4 and inserting
σ “ t´1, we obtain
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}XÑY
ż 8
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ. (5.1)
Now, our goal is to have an integral bound over the interval p0, tq. To do that, for fixed
t ą 0, we consider the function p introduced in Lemma 5.1. Since p P W 2m`4` pR;Xq, in
other words, it satisfies the conditions of this proposition, we can have the estimate (5.1)
for p as well. Therefore, using the properties of this function, we write
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y “ }f ˚ ppBκt qmp´ ppmqqptq}Y
ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}XÑY
ż 8
0
}Pmppm`4qpτq}Xdτ
“ κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}XÑY
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ.
This finishes the proof.
Proof. [Theorem 2.1] For s P C`, we define
Fmpsq :“ s´mFpsq “ Ltfmupsq, Fmκ psq :“ s´mκ Fpsκq “ Ltfmκ upsq,
and
Gpsq :“ Ltgupsq, Hpsq :“ smκ Gpsq ´ smGpsq “ Lthupsq.
Using these definitions it is not hard to see that
pfκ ´ fq ˚ g “ pfmκ ´ fmq ˚ gpmq ` fmκ ˚ h.
Now, we will obtain bounds for the terms on the right-hand side. For the first term, since
gpmq P Wα`pR;Xq and
}Fm}XÑY ď CF pRe sq|s|µ´m @s P C`,
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where µ´m P p´1, 0s, we can use Proposition 4.4 to write
}pfmκ ´ fmq ˚ gpmqptq}Y ď κ2C2µ´mC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpm`αqpτq}X dτ. (5.2)
Next, we bound the second term using Proposition 5.2 in the following way
}pfmκ ˚ hqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fmκ psq}XÑY
ż t
0
}Ppm`4qm pτq}X dτ.
Here, using the definition of C1 and Proposition 4.1(a) we have
C1pxq sup
Re s“x
}Fmκ psq} ď CF pmintx, 1u{2q Cm 2
´µ`m
xmintx2m´µ, 1u ,
for all x ą 0. Combining this with (5.2) finishes the proof.
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A longer script with all the details and no motivation. This part of the document
starts from scratch and goes slowly over all the details of the shorter paper. The
order of the arguments is different but notation is the same. The list of references is
the same one as in the first part of the paper.
1 General concepts and definitions
We start with defining the set
C` :“ ts P C : Re s ą 0u.
Following the notation of [14], we assume F : C` Ñ BpX, Y q is analytic and satisfies
}Fpsq} ď CF pRe sq|s|µ @s P C`, (1.1)
where
• }Fpsq} :“ }Fpsq}XÑY ,
• CF is non-increasing on p0,8q,
• CF pσ´1q is polynomially bounded at σ “ 0.
The transfer function for the Trapezoidal rule is
δpζq :“ 21´ ζ
1` ζ .
Equivalently, we can also write
δpe´zq “ 2 tanh z
2
. (1.2)
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We will use the following notation in our temporal approximations
sκ :“ 1
κ
δpe´κsq “ 2
κ
tanh
´κs
2
¯
, (1.3)
Fκpsq :“ Fpsκq,
and assume that temporal discretization parameter is bounded
0 ď κ ď 1.
2 Technical results
Lemma 2.1. The following properties hold for all x ě 0:
(a) tanh x ě 1
2
mint1, xu.
(b) coth x ď 2
mint1, xu .
(c) tanh
x
2
ě 1
4
mint1, xu.
(d) coth
x
2
ď 4
mint1, xu .
Proof. To prove (a), we first observe that tanh is increasing (see Figure 1) and
tanh 1 « 0.76 ą 0.5, (2.1)
therefore
tanhx ě tanh 1 ą 1
2
“ 1
2
mint1, xu @x ě 1.
For the case x ď 1, we define the function
fpxq :“ tanhx´ x
2
.
Since
f2pxq “ ´2 sinhx
cosh3 x
ď 0 @x ě 0,
we know f is concave. Using (2.1), we have
fp0q “ 0, fp1q “ tanh 1´ 1
2
ą 0,
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Figure 1: 2 tanhpxq and mint1, xu
and, therefore,
fpxq “ tanhx´ x
2
ą 0 @x P p0, 1q,
which finishes (a). Part (b) follows from (a). For (c), using (a), we write
tanh
x
2
ě 1
2
mint1, x
2
u ě 1
2
mint1
2
,
x
2
u “ 1
4
mint1, xu.
This also implies (d).
Proposition 2.2. The following holds:
(a) Re δpe´zq ě 1
2
mint1,Re zu for all z P C`.
(b) |δpe´zq| ď 8
mint1,Re zu for all z P C`.
(c) |δpe´zq ´ z| ď Dp|z|q|z|3 for all z P C` with |z| ă pi.
(d) |δmpe´zq ´ zm| ď Emp|z|q|z|m`2 for all m ě 1 and all z P C` with |z| ă pi.
(e) Re
δpe´zq
z
ě 1´ |z|2Dp|z|q for all z P C` with 0 ă |z| ă c0 ă pi.
Here c0 P p0, piq is such that c20Dpc0q “ 1, and
Dpσq :“
8ÿ
`“0
α` σ
2`, Empσq :“ maxtDjpσq : j “ 1, . . . ,mup1` σ
2qm ´ 1
σ2
, (2.2)
where D is analytic in Bp0;piq with α` ě 0 for all `. The functions
p0, piq Q σ ÞÝÑ Dpσq, p0, piq Q σ ÞÝÑ Empσq
are increasing and they diverge as σ Ñ pi´. Also note that E1 ” D.
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Proof. To prove (a), we first observe that the following holds for all |ζ| ă 1
Re
1´ ζ
1` ζ “
1´ |ζ|2
1` 2Re ζ ` |ζ|2 ě
1´ |ζ|2
p1` |ζ|q2 “
1´ |ζ|
1` |ζ| . (2.3)
Now, when Re z ą 0 we have |e´z| ă 1. Therefore we can use (2.3) with ζ “ e´z, which
gives
1
2
Re δpe´zq ě 1´ |e
´z|
1` |e´z| “
1´ e´Re z
1` e´Re z “ tanh
ˆ
Re z
2
˙
.
The rest of the proof of (a) follows from Lemma 2.1(c).
To prove (b), using the triangle and reverse triangle inequalities, we write
|1´ ζ|
|1` ζ| ď
1` |ζ|
1´ |ζ| |ζ| ă 1,
and therefore
|δpe´zq| “ 2 |1´ e
´z|
|1` e´z| ď 2
1` |e´z|
1´ |e´z| ď 2
1` e´Re z
1´ e´Re z “ 2 coth
ˆ
Re z
2
˙
.
We then apply Lemma 2.1(d) to finish the proof.
To show (c), we write the following (see (1.2))
δpe´zq ´ z “ 2
´
tanh
z
2
´ z
2
¯
,
and define ω :“ z
2
. We know tanh is an analytic odd function in Bp0; pi
2
q, and tanh1p0q “ 1,
hence
fpωq :“ tanhω ´ ω
ω3
“
8ÿ
`“0
a` ω
2` (2.4)
is an analytic even function in the same domain. As a consequence, we know that
1
4
f
´z
2
¯
“
8ÿ
`“0
a`
22``2
z2`
is analytic in Bp0;piq. Using this, we can now writeˇˇˇˇ
δpe´zq ´ z
z3
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 1
4
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇtanh z2 ´ z2` z
2
˘3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ 14 ˇˇˇf ´z2¯ˇˇˇ ď
8ÿ
`“0
ˇˇˇ a`
22``2
ˇˇˇ
|z|2`. (2.5)
To finish this part of the proof, we define α` “
ˇˇˇ a`
22``2
ˇˇˇ
, which gives
Dpσq “
8ÿ
`“0
α` σ
2` “
8ÿ
`“0
ˇˇˇ a`
22``2
ˇˇˇ
σ2`. (2.6)
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For (d), we first write
δpe´zq “ z ` qpzq,
where, because of (c), we know that
|qpzq| ď Dp|z|q|z|3 @|z| ď pi. (2.7)
Next, we compute
δmpe´zq “ zm `
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
j
˙
zjqm´jpzq,
and, using (2.7), we obtain
ˇˇ
δmpe´zq ´ zm ˇˇ ď m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
j
˙
|z|jDm´jp|z|q|z|3m´3j
ď maxtDjp|z|q : j “ 1, . . . ,mu |z|m
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
j
˙
|z2|m´j,
which holds for all |z| ă pi. Finally, using the fact that
1
|z|2
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
j
˙
|z2|m´j “ p1` |z|
2qm ´ 1
|z|2 ,
and the definition of the function Em, we write
|δmpzq ´ zm| ď Emp|z|q|z|m`2.
To prove (e), using (1.2) and (2.4), we write
δpe´zq
z
“ 2 tanhpz{2q
z
@z P C`, tanhω
ω
“ 1` ω2fpωq @ω P Bp0; pi
2
q.
Therefore, for all z P Bp0;piq, we have
Re
δpe´zq
z
“ Re
ˆ
1` z2 1
4
f
´z
2
¯˙
ě 1´ |z|2 1
4
ˇˇˇ
f
´z
2
¯ˇˇˇ
ě 1´ |z|2Dp|z|q, (2.8)
where we used (2.5) and (2.6) for the last inequality. Although (2.8) holds for all z P
Bp0;piq, it is not useful to have a negative lower bound. To avoid that, we investigate the
function
r0, piq Q σ ÞÑ σ2Dpσq.
This function is increasing, since D is increasing (see its definition (2.2)), it vanishes at
σ “ 0, and diverges as σ Ñ pi´. Hence, there is a unique c0 P p0, piq such that
c20Dpc0q “ 1,
and we will consider the inequality (2.8) when 0 ă |z| ă c0 ă pi.
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Following result is the discrete counterpart of Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.3. For sκ as in (1.3), we have
(a) Re sκ ě 1
2
mint1,Re su for all s P C`.
(b) |sκ| ď 8
κ2 mint1,Re su for all s P C`.
(c) |smκ ´ sm| ď Emp|κs|qκ2|s|m`2 for all m ě 1 and all s P C` with |κs| ă pi.
(d) Re
sκ
s
ě 1´ |κs|2Dp|κs|q for all s P C` with 0 ă |κs| ă c0 ă pi.
Proof. Part (a) follows from Proposition 2.2(a) and the fact that κ ď 1
Re sκ “ 1
κ
Re δpe´κsq ě 1
2κ
mint1, κRe su “ 1
2
mint1
κ
,Re su
ě 1
2
mint1,Re su.
Similarly, for (b), we use Proposition 2.2(b) to write
|sκ| “ 1
κ
ˇˇ
δpe´κsqˇˇ ď 1
κ
8
mint1, κRe su
ď 1
κ2
8
mint 1
κ
,Re su ď
1
κ2
8
mint1,Re su .
To prove (c), we use Proposition 2.2(d) to show
|smκ ´ sm| “ 1κm |δ
mpe´κsq ´ pκsqm| ď 1
κm
Emp|κs|q|κs|m`2.
Finally, to prove (d), with the help of Proposition 2.2(e) we write
Re
sκ
s
“ Re δpe
´κsq
κs
ě 1´ |κs|2Dp|κs|q,
which finishes the proof.
3 Discrete differentiation
We will call a function g : R Ñ X causal, if gptq “ 0 for all t ă 0. Next, we define the
following Sobolev spaces for m ě 1 and Hilbert space X
Wm` pR;Xq :“ tg P Cm´1pR;Xq : g causal, gpmq P L1pR;Xqu.
Note that, for g P Wm` pR;Xq, we have
gp0q “ . . . “ gm´1p0q “ 0, g P Cm´1pR;Xq,
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and we know that the space
Cm` pR;Xq :“ tg P CmpR;Xq : g causalu
is dense in Wm` pR;Xq. We will also make use of the following definition
σ :“ mint1, σu.
Before moving to the main result of this section, we are going to present some technical
tools. The following lemma establishes a way of going from an integral in the Laplace
domain to an integral in the time domain with a cost of two derivatives.
Lemma 3.1. For g P W 2`pR;Xq and σ ą 0 we haveż 8
´8
}Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď pi
σ
ż 8
0
}:gpτq}Xdτ.
Proof. We start with writingż 8
´8
}Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω “
ż 8
´8
1
σ2 ` ω2 }pσ ` iωq
2Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω
ď sup
Re s“σ
}s2Gpsq}X
ż 8
´8
dω
σ2 ` ω2 .
We can evaluate the integral on the right-hand side exactly
2
ż 8
0
dω
σ2 ` ω2 “
2
σ
lim
ωÑ8 arctan
ω
σ
“ pi
σ
.
For the other part, using the definition of the Laplace transform we write
sup
Re s“σ
}s2Gpsq}X “ sup
Re s“σ
}Lt:gupsq}X ď
ż 8
0
}:gpτq}Xdτ.
This finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.2. For all z P C` and m ě 1 we have
1` |z|m ď 2m{2|1` z|m. (3.1)
Proof. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that Re z ą 0, we write
p1` |z|q2 “ 1` 2|z| ` |z|2 ď 2p1` |z|2q
ă 2p1` 2Re z ` |z|2q “ 2|1` z|2,
which proves (3.1) for m “ 1. When m ą 1, we do the following
1` |z|m ď p1` |z|qm ď
´?
2|1` z|
¯m
,
where for the last inequality we use the case m “ 1.
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Next result is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 5.2. We introduce the following
notation
pPmgqptq :“ e´tpe ¨ gqpmqptq “
mÿ
`“0
ˆ
m
`
˙
gp`qptq. (3.2)
Proposition 3.3. Let m ě 0, g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq, and
G :“ Ltgu, Hpsq :“ psmκ ´ smqGpsq.
For all σ ą 0, we haveż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ2 C
1
m
σσm
ż 8
0
}pPmgpm`4qqpτq}Xdτ,
where
C1m :“ pi 2m{2 min
cPp0,piq
max
"
Empcq ` 1
c2
,
8m
c2m`2
*
. (3.3)
Proof. We start with fixing σ ą 0. For an arbitrary and fixed c P p0, piq, we define regions
of the integration
I1 :“
!
ω P R : |σ ` iω| ď c
κ
)
, I2 :“
!
ω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c
κ
)
.
We also introduce the following notation for convenience
s “ spωq :“ σ ` iω, sκ “ sκpωq :“ 1
κ
δpe´pσ`iωqκq.
Next, we split our target integral into three piecesż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď
ż
I1
|smκ ´ sm| }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω
`
ż
I2
|smκ | }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω `
ż
I2
|sm| }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω
“A1 ` A2 ` A3. (3.4)
Now we are going to work on integrals A1, A2, A3 separately and establish some bounds
in the Laplace domain.
When ω P I1, we have |κs| ď c. Therefore, using Proposition 2.3(c) we have
|smκ ´ sm| ď Emp|κs|qκ2|s|m`2 ď Empcqκ2|s|m`2,
where we used the fact that Em is an increasing function (see (2.2)). Hence, we can write
A1 “
ż
I1
|smκ ´ sm| }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ2Empcq
ż 8
´8
sm`2 }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω. (3.5)
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Next, we first note that Proposition 2.3(b) and the definition of I2 imply
|sκ| ď 8
κ2σ
,
1
κ
ď |s|
c
@ω P I2. (3.6)
Therefore, we have
|smκ | ď
ˆ
8
κ2σ
˙m
“ κ2
ˆ
8
σ
˙m
1
κ2m`2
ď κ2
ˆ
8
σ
˙m |s|2m`2
c2m`2
,
which then gives the following bound for A2
A2 “
ż
I2
|smκ | }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ
2
c2m`2
ˆ
8
σ
˙m ż 8
´8
}s2m`2Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω. (3.7)
For the last integral, the fact that
1 ď |κs|
c
@ω P I2
simply implies
A3 “
ż
I2
|sm| }Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ
2
c2
ż 8
´8
}sm`2Gpσ ` iωq}Xdω. (3.8)
Now, we combine the bounds given in (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) to write
A1 ` A2 ` A3 ď κ2 em,c
σm
ż 8
´8
p1` |s|mq}sm`2Gpsq}Xdω, (3.9)
where
em,c :“ max
"
Empcq ` 1
c2
,
8m
c2m`2
*
.
Next, we are going to obtain a time domain bound for (3.9). To do that, we first observe
that Lemma 3.2 gives
p1` |s|mq}sm`2Gpsq}X ď 2m{2}p1` sqmsm`2Gpsq}X , (3.10)
and the definition of Pm in (3.2) implies (note the extra s2)
LtPmgpm`4qupsq “ p1` sqmLtgpm`4qupsq “ p1` sqmsm`4Gpsq.
Therefore, with the help of Lemma 3.1 we can writeż 8
´8
}p1` sqmsm`2Gpsq}Xdω ď pi
σ
ż 8
0
}pPmgpm`4qqpτq}Xdτ, (3.11)
and, together with (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtainż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω ď κ2 em,c
σm
2m{2
pi
σ
ż 8
0
}pPmgpm`4qqpτq}Xdτ. (3.12)
Here, since (3.12) is true for any c P p0, piq, we can replace em,c with em “ min
cPp0,piq
em,c which
finishes the proof.
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Lemma 3.4. Let m ě 0, g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq, h :“ e ¨ gpm`4q, and t ą 0 be a fixed real
number. We define the function
R Q ω ÞÝÑ jpωq :“ e´ω
m´1ÿ
`“0
pω ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq, (3.13)
and, for n ě 1, the integration operator
pB´nfqpτq :“
ż τ
t
ż ω1
t
¨ ¨ ¨
ż ωn´1
t
fpωnq dωn ¨ ¨ ¨ dω2 dω1.
The function
ppτq :“
$’’&’’%
gpτq, τ ď t,
m`3ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
gp`qptq ` pB´m´4jqpτq, τ ě t,
satisfies that p P W 2m`4` pR;Xq and Pmppm`4q ” 0 on pt,8q.
Proof. We start with observing that the function
pBk B´m´4 jqpτq “ pB´m´4`k jqpτq
vanishes at τ “ t for 0 ď k ď m` 3, because of the definition of the integration operator
in (3.13). From there, it is not hard to see that p P Cm`3pR;Xq. Next, using h in the
lemma, we define the function
qpτq :“
$’’&’’%
hpτq, τ ď t,
m´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq, τ ě t.
Since h P Cm´1pR;Xq, q is also in Cm´1pR;Xq, and so is e´ ¨ q. Therefore, we know that
e´τqpτq “
$’’&’’%
gpm`4qpτq, τ ď t,
e´τ
m´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq, τ ě t.
,//.//- “
dm`4p
dτm`4
pτq
is in Cm´1pR;Xq, which shows that p P C2m`3pR;Xq. Next, we write
pp2m`4qpτq “
#
gp2m`4qpτq, τ ď t,
jpmqpτq, τ ě t.
Here jpmqpτq takes the form jpmqpτq “ e´τrpτq, for a polynomial r, which implies that
jpmq P L1pt,8;Xq. This, together with the fact that gp2m`4q P L1pR;Xq, shows that
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pp2m`4q P L1pR;Xq and hence in W 2m`4` pR;Xq. The rest of the proof follows from the
fact that
pPmppm`4qqpτq “ e´τ pe ¨ ppm`4qqpmqpτq
“ e´τ d
m
dτm
˜
m´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
hp`qptq
¸
pτq “ 0 @τ P pt,8q.
Proposition 3.5. Let g P W 2m`4` pR;Xq with m ě 0, and F be as in (1.1). We define
f :“ L´1tFu, and pBκt qmg such that
LtpBκt qmgupsq “ smκ Gpsq, Gpsq :“ Ltgupsq,
for all s P C`. The following estimate holds for all t ą 0
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ,
where
C1pσq :“ Cm
σσm
,
and Cm :“ e
2pi
C1m is a positive constant depending only on m with C
1
m as defined in (3.3).
Proof. We start with fixing t ą 0. Next, for any σ ą 0, using the inverse Laplace
transformation, we write
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď e
σt
2pi
sup
Re s“σ
}Fpsq}
ż 8
´8
}Hpσ ` iωq}Xdω,
where Hpsq :“ smκ Gpsq´ smGpsq. Here, with the help of the Proposition 3.3 and inserting
σ “ t´1, we obtain
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}
ż 8
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ. (3.14)
Now, our goal is to have an integral bound over the interval p0, tq. To do that, we consider
the function p introduced in Lemma 3.4. Since p P W 2m`4` pR;Xq, in other words, it
satisfies the conditions of this proposition, we can have the estimate (3.14) for p as well.
Therefore, using the properties of this function, we write
}f ˚ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqqptq}Y “ }f ˚ ppBκt qmp´ ppmqqptq}Y
ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}
ż 8
0
}Pmppm`4qpτq}Xdτ
“ κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fpsq}
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ.
This finishes the proof.
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4 Laplace Domain estimates when µ ď 0
In this section we establish some results which will be useful for the error and stability
estimates of TRCQ method. We assume that F is as in (1.1) with µ ď 0.
Proposition 4.1 (Pointwise stability). For all s P C` we have
}Fκpsq} ď Θ1pRe sq,
where
Θ1pσq :“ CF
`
1
2
σ
˘ `
1
2
σ
˘µ
(4.1)
is non-increasing on p0,8q and bounded by an inverse power of σ at 0.
Proof. Since Re sκ ą 0 (see Proposition 2.3(a)), (1.1) implies
}Fpsκq} ď CF pRe sκq |sκ|µ.
Using Proposition 2.3(a) and the fact that CF is non-decreasing, we write
CF pRe sκq ď CF
`
1
2
mint1,Re su˘ .
Next, using µ ď 0, we obtain
|sκ|µ ď |Re sκ|µ ď
`
1
2
mint1,Re su˘µ ,
which finishes the proof.
Proposition 4.2 (Pointwise approximation). The following holds
(a) }F1psq} ď Θ2pRe sq|s|µ for all s P C`.
(b) }Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} ď Θ2
`
1
2
mint1,Re su˘Θ3p|κs|qκ2|s|µ`3 for all s P C` with |κs| ă c0.
Here
Θ2pσq :“ 2
1´µ
σ
CF p12σq, (4.2)
defined on p0,8q, is non-increasing, whereas
Θ3pσq :“ Dpσqp1´ σ2Dpσqqµ,
defined on p0, c0q, is increasing and it diverges as σ Ñ c0. Function D and constant c0
are as in Proposition 2.2.
Proof. To prove (a), we use the ideas presented in the proof of [14, Proposition 4.5.3]. We
start with defining the curve
Ξpsq :“
"
z P C : |z ´ s| “ Re s
2
*
,
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with positive orientation. Using the Cauchy integral formula
F1psq “ 1
2pii
ż
Ξpsq
Fpzq
pz ´ sq2 dz,
and |Ξpsq| “ piRe s, we have
}F1psq} ď 1
2pi
|Ξpsq| 1pRe s{2q2 maxzPΞpsq }Fpzq} “
2
Re s
max
zPΞpsq
}Fpzq}. (4.3)
Next, for every z P Ξpsq we write
|s| ´ |z| ď |s´ z| “ Re s
2
ď |s|
2
, Re s´ Re z ď |s´ z| “ Re s
2
which implies
|s|
2
ď |z|, Re s
2
ď Re z.
Therefore, using the fact that CF and p¨qµ are non-increasing on p0,8q, we can write
}Fpzq} ď CF pRe zq|z|µ ď CF p12Re sq
|s|µ
2µ
.
This, together with (4.3), finishes the proof of (a).
To prove (b), using the Mean Value Theorem, we write
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} ď }F1pλsκ ` p1´ λqsq} |sκ ´ s|, (4.4)
for some λ P p0, 1q. Now, we first work on the first part of the right-hand side, and using
(a), write the following
}F1pλsκ ` p1´ λqsq} ď Θ2 pRe pλsκ ` p1´ λqsqq |λsκ ` p1´ λqs|µ . (4.5)
Here, Proposition 2.3(a) implies
Re pλsκ ` p1´ λqsq ě mintRe sκ,Re su
ě min
"
mint1,Re su
2
,Re s
*
“ mint1,Re su
2
. (4.6)
Next, using Proposition 2.3(d), for every s P C` with |κs| ă c0 we write
|λsκ ` p1´ λqs| “ |s|
ˇˇˇ
λ
sκ
s
` p1´ λq
ˇˇˇ
ě |s|Re
´
λ
sκ
s
` p1´ λq
¯
ě |s| min
!
Re
sκ
s
, 1
)
ě |s| `1´ |κs|2Dp|κs|q˘ . (4.7)
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Therefore, combining (4.5)-(4.7) with the fact that Θ2 and p¨qµ are non-increasing on
p0,8q, we obtain
}F1pλsκ ` p1´ λqsq} ď Θ2
`
1
2
mint1,Re su˘ `1´ |κs|2Dp|κs|q˘µ |s|µ. (4.8)
Now, we bound the second part of the right-hand side of (4.4) with the help of Proposition
2.3(c) (and that E1 “ D)
|sκ ´ s| ď Dp|κs|qκ2|s|3 |κs| ă pi.
This, together with (4.4) and (4.8), finishes the proof.
Next result will help us to estimate integrals with inverse powers of |s|.
Lemma 4.3. The following holds for all σ ą 0, α ą 1 and c ą 0:
(a)
ż
|σ`iω|ěc{κ
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2α
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1
.
(b)
ż 8
´8
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2
σα
` 2
α ´ 1 .
Proof. We will estimate the integral in (a) separately depending on whether ω is close to
0 or not. To do that, for fixed σ, κ and c, we define the following domains of integration
I1 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c{κ, |ω| ď c{κu ,
I2 :“ tω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c{κ, |ω| ě c{κu “ tω P R : |ω| ě c{κu,
and write ż
|σ`iω|ěc{κ
|σ ` iω|´α dω “
ż
I1
|σ ` iω|´α dω `
ż
I2
|σ ` iω|´α dω.
First integral can be estimated using the fact that α ą 0, |I1| ď 2c
κ
, and |σ ` iω| ě c
κ
on
I1 in the following wayż
I1
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď |I1|
´ c
κ
¯´α ď 2´κ
c
¯α´1
. (4.9)
Next, we work on the second integral by introducing the change of variables ω˜ “ ωκż
I2
|σ ` iω|´α dω “ κα´1
ż
|ω|ěc
|σκ` iω|´α dω
ď κα´1
ż
|ω|ěc
|ω|´α dω “ 2κα´1
ż 8
c
ω´α dω.
Here, since α ą 1, we can compute the following integral exactlyż 8
c
ω´α dω “ c
1´α
α ´ 1 ,
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and therefore we obtain ż
I2
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1
.
Combining this with (4.9), we finish the proof of (a). To show (b), using the fact that
|σ ` iω| ě |σ|, |ω| we writeż 8
´8
|σ ` iω|´α dω ď 2
ż 1
0
σ´α dω ` 2
ż 8
1
ω´α dω (4.10a)
“ 2
σα
` 2
α ´ 1 , (4.10b)
where we computed the second integral on the right-hand side of (4.10a) using the fact
that α ą 1. This finishes the proof.
Next result uses the pointwise stability and approximation results, and is the key
ingredient in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 4.4. For any ´3 ă µ ď 0, α ą µ ` 4, 0 ă c ă c0 ă pi and σ ą 0, the
following holdsż 8
´8
}Fκpσ ` iωq ´ Fpσ ` iωq} |σ ` iω|´α dω ď κ2e1pσq ` κα´1e2pσq, (4.11)
where
e1pσq :“ Θ2p12σqΘ3pcq
ˆ
2
σα´µ´3
` 2
α ´ µ´ 4
˙
, (4.12a)
e2pσq :“ 2α
α ´ 1
1
cα´1
pΘ1pσq ` CF pσqσµq . (4.12b)
Proof. For fixed σ, κ and c, we will make use of the following domains of integration
I1 :“
!
ω P R : |σ ` iω| ď c
κ
)
, I2 :“
!
ω P R : |σ ` iω| ě c
κ
)
,
and the notation
s “ spωq :“ σ ` iω.
We start with splitting the integral in (4.11) in the following wayż 8
´8
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} |s|´α dω ď
ż
I1
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} |s|´α dω
`
ż
I2
p}Fκpsq} ` }Fpsq}q |s|´α dω. (4.13)
For the first integral, we use Proposition 4.2(b) and the fact that Θ3 is increasing to writeż
I1
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} |s|´α dω ď κ2Θ2p12σq
ż
I1
Θ3p|κs|q |s|´α`µ`3 dω
ď κ2Θ2p12σqΘ3pcq
ż 8
´8
|s|´pα´µ´3q dω. (4.14)
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Here since α ´ µ´ 3 ą 1, Lemma 4.3(b) impliesż 8
´8
|s|´pα´µ´3q dω ď 2
σα´µ´3
` 2
α ´ µ´ 4 ,
which, together with (4.14), gives us the first half of the bound in (4.11)ż
I1
}Fκpsq ´ Fpsq} |s|´α dω ď κ2e1pσq. (4.15)
Now we bound the other integral in (4.13) using Proposition 4.1 and (1.1)ż
I2
p}Fκpsq} ` }Fpsq}q |s|´α dω ď pΘ1pσq ` CF pσqσµq
ż
I2
|s|´α dω
ď pΘ1pσq ` CF pσqσµq 2α
α ´ 1
´κ
c
¯α´1“ κα´1e2pσq, (4.16)
where for the last line we used Lemma 4.3(a). This bound and (4.15) finishes the proof.
Corollary 4.5. If ´1 ă µ ď 0 and α “ tµ` 5u, then for all σ ą 0 we haveż 8
´8
}Fκpσ ` iωq ´ Fpσ ` iωq} |σ ` iω|´α dω ď κ2C1µC2pσq,
where
C2pσq :“ CF p14σq
1
σ2`δ
, δ :“ tµu´ µ` 1 P p0, 1s, (4.17)
and C1µ is a positive constant depending only on µ.
Proof. We first note that
κα´1 ď κ2,
since α´ 1 ą µ` 3 ą 2. Next, recalling the definitions of Θ1 and Θ2 (See (4.1) and (4.2))
we write
Θ1pσq ď CF p12σq
2
σ
, Θ2p12σq ď
22´µ
σ
CF p14σq.
Using these, we bound e1 and e2 (see (4.12) for their definition) in the following way
e1pσq ď 1
σα´µ´2
CF p14σqe1µΘ3pcq, e2pσq ď
1
σ
CF p12σqe2µ c1´α,
with
e1µ :“ 23´µ max
"
1,
1
α ´ µ´ 4
*
, e2µ :“ 8αα ´ 1 .
Hence, we obtain
e1pσq ` e2pσq ď 1
σ2`δ
CF p14σqpe1µ Θ3pcq ` e2µ c1´αq,
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where we used the fact that δ “ α ´ µ ´ 4. Note that this inequality holds for any
c P p0, c0q, and we know that the function
p0, c0q Q c ÞÝÑ e1µ Θ3pcq ` e2µ c1´α
is continuous and bounded below, therefore it attains a minimum value. This implies that
e1pσq ` e2pσq ď 1
σ2`δ
CF p14σqC1µ,
where C1µ “ min
c Pp0,c0q
pe1µ Θ3pcq ` e2µ c1´αq, which finishes the proof.
5 Convergence of TRCQ
This section contains our main convergence result. In order to establish that, we will first
talk about Lubich’s result tailored for the case ´1 ă µ ď 0. One important comment
here is that although the result below is based on [12, Theorem 3.1], it includes the
case µ “ 0, which was not covered there. Moreover, we are interested in the analysis of
TRCQ, whereas Lubich discusses results for CQ in a general way. Our proof makes use
of shortcuts and includes more details about the hidden constants.
In this section we will have
f :“ L´1tFu, fκ :“ L´1tFκu. (5.1)
Proposition 5.1. If F satisfies (1.1) with ´1 ă µ ď 0, and g P Wα`pR;Xq with α :“
tµ` 5u, then
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ (5.2)
holds for all t ě 0, where C2 is as in (4.17), and C2µ is a constant depending only on µ.
Proof. We start with defining G :“ Ltgu. Using the inverse Laplace transformation, we
have the following estimate for any σ ą 0
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď e
σt
2pi
ż 8
´8
}Fκpσ ` iωq ´ Fpσ ` iωq} }Gpσ ` iωq}X dω
ď e
σt
2pi
sup
Re s“σ
}Gpsqsα}X
ż 8
´8
}pFκ ´ Fqpσ ` iωq} |σ ` iω|´α dω. (5.3)
We know that for all Re s “ σ
}Gpsqsα}X ď e´σt
ż 8
0
}L´1tGpsqsαupτq}X dτ ď
ż 8
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ
satisfies. Next, using Corollary 4.5, we obtain
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2 e
σt
2pi
C1µC2pσq
ż 8
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ,
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and setting σ “ t´1 gives
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż 8
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ, (5.4)
with C2µ “ e2piC
1
µ. We are very close to obtaining (5.2). Now, for a fixed t ą 0, we define
the following function
ppτq :“
$’’&’’%
gpτq, τ ď t,
α´1ÿ
`“0
pτ ´ tq`
`!
gp`qptq, τ ě t. (5.5)
It is not hard to see that p P Wα`pR;Xq, in other words, satisfies the conditions of the
proposition. We also know p ” g on p´8, tq and ppαq ” 0 on pt,8q. Therefore we have
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y “ }pfκ ´ fq ˚ pptq}Y ď κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż 8
0
}ppαqpτq}X dτ
“ κ2C2µC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpαqpτq}X dτ. (5.6)
Theorem 5.2. Let F be as in (1.1) with µ ě 0,
m :“ rµs, α :“ tµ´mu` 5, β :“ maxt2m` 4,m` αu,
and g P W β`pR;Xq. The following holds for all t ą 0
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď κ2Cpt´1q
ˆż t
0
}gpm`αqpτq}X dτ `
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}X dτ
˙
.
Here
Cpσq :“ CF p14σq
Cµ
σε
,
where, ε :“ maxt2m´ µ` 1, tµu´ µ` 3u, and Cµ is a constant depending only on µ.
Note. A few comments on µ,m, α, β and ε:
• µ´m P p´1, 0s.
• α “
"
5, µ “ m,
4, µ ‰ m.
• β “
"
5, µ “ 0,
2m` 4, µ ą 0.
• maxt2,m` 1u ď ε ď maxt3,m` 2u.
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Proof. The following notation will be used:
Fmpsq :“ s´mFpsq “ Ltfmupsq, fm “ B´mt f,
Fmκ psq :“ s´mκ Fpsκq “ Ltfmκ upsq, fmκ “ pBκt q´mf.
We start with writing
f ˚ g “ fm ˚ gpmq, fκ ˚ g “ fmκ ˚ pBκt qmg,
and defining
h :“ ppBκt qmg ´ gpmqq,
which gives us
fκ ˚ g ´ f ˚ g “ pfmκ ´ fmq ˚ gpmq ` fmκ ˚ h. (5.8)
Now, we are going to work on pfmκ ´ fmq ˚ gpmq and fmκ ˚ h separately.
For the first one, since we have
}Fm} ď CF pRe sq|s|µ´m @s P C`, (5.9)
with ´1 ă µ´m ď 0, and gpmq P Wα`pR;Xq, we can apply Proposition 5.1 to obtain
}pfmκ ´ fmq ˚ gpmqptq}Y ď κ2C2µ´mC2pt´1q
ż t
0
}gpm`αqpτq}X dτ, (5.10)
where C2µ´m corresponds to the constant C2µ in (5.2). Also recall that
C2pσq “ CF p14σq
1
σ2`δ
,
with δ “ tµ´mu´ pµ´mq ` 1 “ tµu´ µ` 1.
Next, we bound fmκ ˚ h using Proposition 3.5 in the following way
}pfmκ ˚ hqptq}Y ď κ2C1pt´1q sup
Re s“t´1
}Fmκ psq}
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}Xdτ. (5.11)
Here, using the definition of C1 together with Proposition 4.1, we have
C1pσq sup
Re s“σ
}Fmκ psq} ď CmσσmCF p
1
2
σq2´µ`mσµ´m “ CF p12σq
C3µ
σσ2m´µ
for all σ ą 0, where C3µ :“ Cm 2´µ`m. Combining this with (5.11), and then (5.10) we
obtain
}pfκ ´ fq ˚ gptq}Y ď Cpt´1q
ˆż t
0
}gpm`αqpτq}X dτ `
ż t
0
}Pmgpm`4qpτq}X dτ
˙
.
Here we used the fact that
maxtC2µ´mCF p14σq
1
σ2`δ
, C3µCF p12σq
1
σσ2m´µ
u ď CF p14σq
Cµ
σε
“ Cpσq,
where Cµ “ maxtC2µ´m, C3µu and ε “ maxt2` δ, 2m´µ` 1u. This finishes the proof.
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